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ABSTRACT. It is shown how symbolic computer algebraic systems such as Mathematica, Mac-
syma, SMP, etc., can be used to derive transformation and expansion formulas for orthogonal
polynomials that are expressible in terms of either hypergeometric or basic hypergeometric series.
In particular, we demonstrate how Mathematica can be used to apply transformation formulas to
the Racah and q-Racah polynomials, to derive an indefinite bibasic summation formula, an expan-
sion formula for Laguerre polynomials, Clausen’s formula for the square of hypergeometric series,
a q-analogue of a Fields and Wimp expansion formula, and to prove the Askey-Gasper inequality
which de Branges used in his proof of the Bieberbach conjecture. We also make some observations
and conjectures related to Jensen’s necessary and sufficient conditions for the Riemann Hypothesis
to hold.

1. Introduction

Now that several symbolic computer algebraic systems such as Derive, Reduce, Scratch-
pad, SMP, and the three M’s “Macsyma, Maple, and Mathematica” are available for various
computers, it is natural for persons having access to such a system to try to have it perform
the tedious symbolic manipulations needed to derive certain formulas involving orthogonal
polynomials and other special functions. Here, for definiteness, we will use Mathematica
to illustrate how the author has been employing it (and Macsyma, SMP, etc.) to derive
transformation and expansion formulas for orthogonal polynomials that are expressible in
terms of either hypergeometric series

(1.1) rFs

[
a1, . . . , ar

b1, . . . , bs
; z

]
=

∞∑
n=0

(a1)n · · · (ar)n

n!(b1)n · · · (bs)n
zn
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or q-(basic) hypergeometric series

rφs

[
a1, . . . , ar

b1, . . . , bs
; q, z

]
(1.2)

=
∞∑

n=0

(a1; q)n · · · (ar; q)n

(q; q)n(b1; q)n · · · (bs; q)n
[(−1)nqn(n−1)/2]1+s−rzn

where (a)n =
∏n−1

k=0(a + k) is the shifted factorial (Pochhammer symbol) and (a; q)n =∏n−1
k=0(1 − aqk) is the q-shifted factorial. Unless stated otherwise we will assume that

0 < |q| < 1. For such orthogonal polynomials, which include the classical orthogo-
nal polynomials of Gegenbauer, Hahn, Hermite, Jacobi, Krawtchouk, Laguerre, Meixner,
Tchebichef, and their q-analogues, see Askey and Wilson [5], Chihara [10], Erdélyi [14],
Gasper and Rahman [27], and Szegö [30].

Although our methods are applicable to all of the above mentioned orthogonal polyno-
mials, in order to demonstrate them in this paper we will only consider certain formulas
involving the Laguerre polynomials

(1.3) La
n(x) =

(a + 1)n

n! 1F1

[ −n
a + 1 ; x

]
the Gegenbauer (ultraspherical) polynomials

(1.4) Ca
n(x) =

(2a)n

n! 2F1

[ −n, n + 2a
a + 1/2 ;

1 − x

2

]
the Racah polynomials

(1.5) Wn(x; a, b, c, N) = 4F3

[ −n, n + a + b + 1, −x, c + x − N
a + 1, b + c + 1, −N

; 1
]

and the q-Racah polynomials

(1.6) Wn(x; a, b, c, N ; q) = 4φ3

[
q−n, abqn+1, q−x, cqx−N

aq, bcq, q−N ; q, q
]

.

In §2 we illustrate how the symbolic manipulation capabilities of Mathematica can be
utilized to apply certain transformation formulas to the Racah and q-Racah polynomials.
Symbolic factorization is employed in §3 to derive an indefinite bibasic summation formula.
A technique for manipulating multiple series is demonstrated in §4 by using it to derive the
expansion formula

(1.7) Lb
n(x) =

n∑
k=0

(b − a)n−k

(n − k)!
La

k(x).

The coefficients in (1.7) are called the connection coefficients between the sequences {Lb
n(x)}

and {La
n(x)}. Notice that the above connection coefficients are clearly nonnegative when

a ≤ b. For applications of the nonnegativity of the connection coefficients between two
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sequences of orthogonal polynomials to positive definite functions, isometric embeddings
of metric spaces, the derivation of inequalities, etc., see Askey [1], Askey and Gasper [2],
Gangolli [16], Gasper [17], [18], and Gasper and Rahman [27].

Multiple series manipulations are also used in §5 to derive Clausen’s [11] formula

(1.8)
{

2F1

[
a, b

a + b + 1/2 ; x
]}2

= 3F2

[
2a, 2b, a + b

2a + 2b, a + b + 1/2 ; x
]

and, in §6, to derive a q-extension (q-analogue) of the Fields and Wimp [15] expansion
formula

r+tFs+u

[
a
R

, c
T

b
S

, d
U

; xw

]
=

∞∑
n=0

(c
T

)n(e
K

)n(−x)n

(d
U

)n(f
M

)n(n + γ)nn!
(1.9)

· k+tFm+u+1

[
n + c

T
, n + e

K
2n + 1 + γ, n + d

U
, n + f

M

; x
]

· m+r+2Fk+s

[ −n, n + γ, a
R

, f
M

b
S

, e
K

; w
]

where we employed the contracted notation of representing a1, a2, . . . , ar by a
R

,
(a1)n(a2)n · · · (ar)n by (a

R
)n, and n + a1, n + a2, . . . , n + ar by n + a

R
. In (1.9), as else-

where, either the parameters and variables are assumed to be such that the (multiple) series
converge absolutely or the series are considered to be formal power series in the variables
x and w. As an application of (1.8) and (1.9) we point out how they can be used to prove
the Askey-Gasper [3], [4] inequality

(1.10) 3F2

[ −n, n + a + 2, (a + 1)/2
a + 1, (a + 3)/2 ; x

]
≥ 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1,

for a > −2 and n = 0, 1, . . ., which was used by de Branges [7], [8] in his proof of the
Bieberbach conjecture.

In §7 we make some observations and conjectures related to Jensen’s necessary and
sufficient conditions for the Riemann Hypothesis to hold.

2. Transformation formulas

In order to use Mathematica to apply Whipple’s 4F3 transformation formula [6, 7.2(1)]

4F3

[ −n, a, b, c
d, e, f

; 1
]

(2.1)

=
(e − a)n(f − a)n

(e)n(f)n
4F3

[ −n, a, d − b, d − c
d, a + 1 − n − e, a + 1 − n − f

; 1
]

where d+e+f = a+b+c+1−n, to the Racah polynomials we let p[a, n] symbolically denote
the Pochhammer symbol (a)n (without defining it as a product) and enter the following
function definition into a Mathematica session
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In[1] := transform4F3[mn ,a ,b ,c ,d ,e ,f ] := p[e-a,-mn] p[f-a,-mn]*
fourF3[mn,a,d-b,d-c,d,a+1+mn-e,a+1+mn-f]/(p[e,-mn] p[f,-mn])

which represents the right side of (2.1). The a , b , etc., on the left side refer to any
expressions, to be named a, b, etc., and the := defines the transformation rule to be used
automatically each time the left side is requested. Either a * or a space may be used
between variables and functions to denote multiplication in Mathematica, and, as above,
the * has to be used when the next factor is continued on the next line. Notice that we used
the symbol mn to denote the −n argument on the left side of (2.1). Since Mathematica’s
built-in functions begin with capital letters (function names cannot begin with numbers
and all function arguments must be enclosed in square brackets), we chose function names
that begin with lower case letters to prevent any possible confusion with Mathematica’s
built-in functions.

In view of the 4F3 series representation for the Racah polynomials in (1.5) we enter

In[2] := transform4F3[-n,n+a+b+1,-x,c+x-N,a+1,b+c+1,-N]

and then Mathematica responds with

Out[2]= (fourF3[−n, 1 + a + b + n, 1 + a + x, 1 + N + a − c − x, 1 + a, 1 + a − c,
2 + N + a + b] p[−a + c − n, n] p[−1 − N − a − b − n, n])/

(p[−N, n] p[1 + b + c, n])

which is the 4F3 series representation for the Racah polynomials that results when Whipple’s
transformation formula (2.1) is applied to the 4F3 on the right side of (1.5).

Analogously, to apply Sears’ [29] q-analogue of Whipple’s formula

4φ3

[
q−n, a, b, c

d, e, f
; q, q

]
(2.2)

=
(e/a; q)n(f/a; q)n

(e; q)n(f ; q)n
an

4φ3

[
q−n, a, d/b, d/c

d, aq1−n/e, aq1−n/f
; q, q

]
where def = abcq1−n, to the q-Racah polynomials we let o[a, q, n] symbolically denote the
q-shifted factorial (a; q)n and enter the function definition

In[3] := transform4phi3[mn ,a ,b ,c ,d ,e ,f ,q ] := o[e/a,q,-mn] o[f/a,q,-mn]*
â(-mn) fourphi3[q̂mn,a,d/b,d/c,d,a q̂(1+mn)/e,a q̂(1+mn) /f,q,q]/
(o[e,q,-mn] o[f,q,-mn])

Then, entering

In[4] := transform4phi3[-n,a b q̂(n+1),q̂(-x),c q̂(x-N),a q,b c q,q̂(-N),q]

yields the 4φ3 series representation

Out[4] = (an bn qn (1 + n) fourphi3[q−n, a b q1 + n, a q1 + x,
a q1 + N − x

c
, a q,

a q

c
,

a b q2 + N , q, q] o[
c

a qn
, q, n] o[

q−1 − N − n

a b
, q, n])/

(o[b c q, q, n] o[q−N , q, n])

for the q-Racah polynomials.
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Several other formulas for the Racah and q-Racah polynomials may be obtained by ap-
plying these transformations to the corresponding series on the right sides of (1.5) and (1.6)
with their second, third and fourth numerator arguments interchanged or their denomina-
tor arguments interchanged, and by iterating these transformations. On a Macintosh II
with five megabytes of RAM, it only took Mathematica about one-half second and one
second, respectively, of CPU time to compute Out[2] and Out[4]. Application of Watson’s
transformation formula [30, (3.4.1.5)]

4φ3

[
q−n, a, b, c

d, e, f
; q, q

]
=

(d/b; q)n(d/c; q)n

(d; q)n(d/bc; q)n
(2.3)

· 8φ7

[
σ, q

√
σ, −q

√
σ, f/a, e/a, b, c, q−n√

σ, −√
σ, e, f, ef/ab, ef/ac, efqn/a

; q,
efqn

bc

]
where def = abcq1−n and σ = ef/aq, to the q-Racah polynomials took about two seconds.
One advantage of using a symbolic computer algebraic system is that once a function is
defined its definition can be stored in a file (called a Notebook in Mathematica) from which
it can be quickly read into any other session whenever it is needed. Another advantage
is that one can also have the computer automatically check that the required “balanced”
conditions d + e + f = a + b + c + 1 − n in (2.1) and def = abcq1−n in (2.2) or (2.3)
are satisfied before it computes the transformations. For example, rather than using the
definition given in In[3] it is preferable to replace it by

transform4phi3[mn ,a ,b ,c ,d ,e ,f ,q ] :=
If [d e f == a b c q̂(1+mn), o[e/a,q,-mn] o[f/a,q,-mn] â(-mn)*
fourphi3[q̂mn,a,d/b,d/c,d,a q̂(1+mn)/e,a q̂(1+mn)/ f,q,q]/
(o[e,q,-mn] o[f,q,-mn]),
Print[“ERROR — Nonbalanced Series”],
Print[“ERROR — Nonbalanced Series”]]

which will immediately print “ERROR — Nonbalanced Series” whenever the required “bal-
anced” condition is not satisfied. In the above display the logical operator == tests whether
the expressions on the left and right sides of it are equal. For a limited time persons who
wish to obtain copies of my Mathematica input files (which can easily be converted to work
with Macsyma) containing symbolic forms of most of the identities and the summation
and transformation formulas in the three Appendices of the book [27] may obtain them via
email by contacting me at either gasper@ nuacc.bitnet or george@ math.nwu.edu, or by
mailing me a formatted Macintosh 3.5” disk along with a self-addressed stamped envelope.

3. An indefinite bibasic summation formula

As in Gasper [21], let

(3.1) sk =
(ap; p)k(bp; p)k(cq; q)k(aq/bc; q)k

(q; q)k(aq/b; q)k(ap/c; p)k(bcp; p)k

for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , s−1 = 0, and define the difference operator ∆ by ∆sk = sk − sk−1. If
we enter the Product definition for sk into Mathematica and apply the Factor command,
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we only get the difference of the two products that we started with. Therefore, we first
observe that

∆sk =
(ap; p)k−1(bp; p)k−1(cq; q)k−1(aq/bc; q)k−1

(q; q)k(aq/b; q)k(ap/c; p)k(bcp; p)k
(3.2)

· [
(1 − apk)(1 − bpk)(1 − cqk)(1 − aqk/bc)

− (1 − qk)(1 − aqk/b)(1 − apk/c)(1 − bcpk)
]

and then ask Mathematica to factor the above term in square brackets by entering

In[1] := Factor[(1-a p̂k)(1-b p̂k)(1-c q̂k)(1-a q̂k/b/c)-
(1-q̂k)(1-a q̂k/b)(1-a p̂k/c)(1-b c p̂k)]

to obtain

Out[1] =
(−1 + c) (1 − a pk qk) (−a + b c) (b pk − qk)

b c

which combined with (3.2) shows that

(3.3) ∆sk =
(1 − apkqk)(1 − bpkq−k)

(1 − a)(1 − b)
(a; p)k(b; p)k(c; q)k(a/bc; q)k

(q; q)k(aq/b; q)k(ap/c; p)k(bcp; p)k
qk.

Since ∆s0 = s0 = 1 and

(3.4)
n∑

k=0

∆sk = sn

for n ≥ 0, it follows from (3.3) that we have the indefinite bibasic summation formula [21]

n∑
k=0

(1 − apkqk)(1 − bpkq−k)
(1 − a)(1 − b)

(a; p)k(b; p)k(c; q)k(a/bc; q)k

(q; q)k(aq/b; q)k(ap/c; p)k(bcp; p)k
qk(3.5)

=
(ap; p)n(bp; p)n(cq; q)n(aq/bc; q)n

(q; q)n(aq/b; q)n(ap/c; p)n(bcp; p)n
.

Observing that (q1−n; q)n = 0 for n ≥ 1, we find that when c = q−n, n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., formula
(3.5) reduces to the summation formula

(3.6)
n∑

k=0

(1 − apkqk)(1 − bpkq−k)
(1 − a)(1 − b)

(a; p)k(b; p)k(q−n; q)k(aqn/b; q)k

(q; q)k(aq/b; q)k(apqn; p)k(bpq−n; p)k
qk = δn,0

for n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., where δn,m is the Kronecker delta function. Formula (3.6) was indepen-
dently derived in an equivalent form by Bressoud [9, §4]. This formula will be employed in
our derivation in §6 of the q-analogue of the Fields and Wimp formula (1.9). The above
derivation of (3.5) can be extended to give the generalization derived in Gasper and Rahman
[25, (1.7)].
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4. Derivation of the Laguerre polynomial expansion formula (1.7)

Although Mathematica’s Sum[c[i, j, . . . ], {i, imin, imax}, {j, jmin, jmax}, . . . ] can
be used to represent a multiple series such as those on the right sides of (1.7) and (1.9),
one runs into difficulties in trying to perform the series manipulations needed to derive
formulas involving multiple series such as those in [18], [19], [20], [21]. Here we will use
the expansion formula (1.7) to demonstrate how one can derive formulas involving multiple
series by working directly with the terms in the series.

Since the use of an identity such as

(4.1) (a)n+k = (a)n(a + n)k

to replace (a)n+k by (a)n(a + n)k corresponds to multiplying by 1 in the form

(4.2) (a)n(a + n)k

/
(a)n+k

and cancelling the two (a)n+k products, we start by entering the following defined function
into Mathematica

In[1] := asnpk[a ,n ,k ] := p[a,n] p[a+n,k]/p[a,n+k]

Then asnpk[a, n, k] equals 1 for all choices of its arguments, and multiplication of an
expression such as a term in a series by this function followed by symbolic cancellation
corresponds to using the identity (4.1). Sometimes the Simplify command has to be applied
so that the desired symbolic cancellations occur and the simplest expressions are formed.
The function name asnpk is a mnemonic for “a sub n plus k,” which makes it easy to
remember that multiplication by this function corresponds to applying the identity (4.1).
Similarly, to apply the identity

(4.3) (−n)k = (−1)k(1)n

/
(1)n−k

we enter the definition

In[2] := mnsk[mn ,k ] := (-1)̂k p[1,-mn]/(p[1,-mn-k] p[mn,k])

where mnsk stands for “minus n sub k.” Then mnsk[-n, k] equals 1 for k = 0, 1, . . . , n.
Notice that even if we multiply an expression by one of these functions after making a
mistake in typing the desired choice of arguments, we will still get a correct answer (i.e.,
an equal expression) because we only multiplied by 1.

Analogously, to apply a summation formula

(4.4)
∑

k

ak = A

with A 6= 0, we first rewrite it in the form

(4.5)
∑

k

A−1ak = 1
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and then represent this series by its kth term A−1ak. For example, with Vandermonde’s
summation formula [6, p. 3]

(4.6) 2F1

[ −n, a
c

; 1
]

=
(c − a)n

(c)n

rewritten in the form

(4.7)
n∑

k=0

(c)n(−n)k(a)k

(c − a)n(1)k(c)k
= 1

we define

In[3] := vand2F1[mn ,a ,c ,k ] := p[c,-mn] p[mn,k] p[a,k]/
(p[c-a,-mn] p[1,k] p[c,k])

so that the sum of vand2F1[-n,a,c,k] from k = 0 to n equals 1 for all values of a and c when
n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Similarly, to be able to apply the expansion

(4.8) xj =
j∑

k=0

(a + 1)j(−j)k

(a + 1)k
La

k(x)

we define the function

In[4] := jthpowerofx[j ,x ,a ,k ] := x̂(-j) p[a+1, j] p[-j,k] laguerre[k,a,x] /
p[a+1,k]

whose sum over all k equals 1.
Now we are ready to derive formula (1.7). Enter

In[5] := p[b+1,n] p[-n, j] x̂ j/(p[1,n] p[1, j] p[b+1, j])

to get

Out[5] =
xj p[−n, j] p[1 + b, n]

p[1, j] p[1, n] p[1 + b, j]

which is the jth term of the series representation for the Laguerre polynomial Lb
n(x) on the

left side of (1.7). Then

In[6] := % jthpowerofx[j,x,a,k]

where % stands for the last result (Out[5] in this case which could have been used instead
of the %), gives

Out[6] =
laguerre[k, a, x] p[−j, k] p[−n, j] p[1 + a, j] p[1 + b, n]

p[1, j] p[1, n] p[1 + a, k] p[1 + b, j]

which is the j, kth term in the double sum obtained by using the expansion (4.8) in the
series for Lb

n(x). Apply the identity (4.3) by using

In[7] := % mnsk[-j,k]
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to obtain

Out[7] =
(−1)k laguerre[k, a, x] p[−n, j] p[1 + a, j] p[1 + b, n]

p[1, n] p[1, j − k] p[1 + a, k] p[1 + b, j]

and then use

In[8] := %/. j->j+k

to replace j by j + k and get

Out[8] =
(−1)k laguerre[k, a, x] p[−n, j + k] p[1 + a, j + k] p[1 + b, n]

p[1, j] p[1, n] p[1 + a, k] p[1 + b, j + k]

In view of the above j + k’s we can use

In[9] := % asnpk[-n,k, j] asnpk[a+1,k, j]/asnpk[b+1,k, j]

to obtain

Out[9] =
(−1)k laguerre[k, a, x] p[−n, k] p[1 + b, n] p[k − n, j] p[1 + a + k, j]

p[1, j] p[1, n] p[1 + b, k] p[1 + b + k, j]

Noticing that Vandermonde’s summation formula may be applied to evaluate the sum
over j, we enter

In[10] := %/vand2F1[k-n,1+a+k,1+b+k, j]

to get

Out[10] =
(−1)k laguerre[k, a, x] p[−n, k] p[1 + b, n] p[−a + b, −(k − n)]

p[1, n] p[1 + b, k] p[1 + b + k, −(k − n)]

Finally, by entering

In[11] := Simplify[% asnpk[b+1,k,n-k] mnsk[-n,k] (-1)̂(-2k)]

we obtain

Out[11] =
laguerre[k, a, x] p[−a + b, −k + n]

p[1, −k + n]

whose sum over k is the right side of (1.7), which concludes our derivation of (1.7).

5. Derivation of Clausen’s formula

Observing that

(5.1)
{

2F1

[
a, b

a + b + 1/2 ; x
]}2

=
∞∑

j=0

∞∑
k=0

(a)j(b)j(a)k(b)kxj+k

(1)j(a + b + 1/2)j(1)k(a + b + 1/2)k

we start by entering
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In[1] := p[a, j] p[b, j] p[a,k] p[b,k] x̂(j+k)/
(p[1, j] p[a+b+1/2, j] p[1,k] p[a+b+1/2,k])

and obtaining

Out[1] =
xj + k p[a, j] p[a, k] p[b, j] p[b, k]

p[1, j] p[1, k] p [ 12 + a + b, j] p[ 12 + a + b, k]

which is the j, kth term of the double series on the right side of (5.1). In view of the j +kth

power of x, we apply the substitution

In[2] : %/. j->j-k

to obtain

Out[2] =
xj p[a, k] p[a, j − k] p[b, k] p[b, j − k]

p[1, k] p[1, j − k] p[ 12 + a + b, k] p[ 12 + a + b, j − k]

To be able to apply the identity

(5.2) (a)n−k = (−1)k(a)n

/
(1 − n − a)k

enter the definition

In[3] := asnmk[a ,n ,k ] := (-1)̂k p[a,n]/(p[1-n-a,k] p[a,n-k])

where asnmk stands for a sub n minus k. Then

In[4] := Out[2] asnmk[a,j,k] asnmk[b,j,k]/
(asnmk[1,j,k] asnmk[a+b+1/2,j,k])

gives

Out[4] =
xj p[a, j] p[a, k] p[b, j] p[b, k] p[−j, k] p[ 12 − a − b − j, k]

p[1, j] p[1, k] p[ 12 + a + b, j] p[ 12 + a + b, k] p[1 − a − j, k] p[1 − b − j, k]

To sum over k it suffices to apply the summation formula

(5.3) 4F3

[ −n, a, b, 1/2 − a − b − n
a + b + 1/2, 1 − a − n, 1 − b − n

; 1
]

=
(2a)n(2b)n(a + b)n

(a)n(b)n(2a + 2b)n

which follows easily from Dougall’s 7F6 summation formula [6, 4.3.(5)]. Enter this formula
into Mathematica by defining

In[5] := specialsum[n ,a ,b ,k ] := p[-n,k] p[a,k] p[b,k] p[1/2-a-b-n,k]*
p[a,n] p[b,n] p[2a+2b,n]/(p[1,k] p[a+b+1/2,k] p[1-a-n,k]*
p[1-b-n,k] p[2a,n] p[2b,n] p[a+b,n])

whose sum over k equals 1. Then,

In[6] := Out[4]/specialsum[j,a,b,k]

yields
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Out[6] =
xj p[2 a, j] p[2 b, j] p[a + b, j]

p [1, j] p[2 a + 2 b, j] p[ 12 + a + b, j]

which is the jth term of the 3F2 series on the right side of (1.8). This completes our
derivation of Clausen’s formula.

One particularly important special case of Clausen’s formula is that for the ultraspherical
polynomials it gives the formula

(5.4) {Ca
n(x)}2 =

(
(2a)n

n!

)2

3F2

[ −n, n + 2a, a
2a, a + 1/2 ; 1 − x2

]

by using the series representation

(5.5) Ca
n(x) =

(2a)n

n! 2F1

[ −n/2, a + n/2
a + 1/2 ; 1 − x2

]
.

An extension of (5.4) to the continuous q-ultraspherical polynomials

(5.6) Cn(cos θ; β|q) =
(β2; q)n

βn/2(q; q)n
4φ3

[
q−n, β2qn, β1/2eiθ, β1/2e−iθ

βq1/2, −βq1/2, −β
; q, q

]

is derived in Gasper [22], and a nonterminating q-analogue of Clausen’s formula is derived
in Gasper and Rahman [26].

6. q-Extensions of the Fields and Wimp expansion formula (1.9)

Verma [32] showed that the Fields and Wimp expansion formula (1.9) is a special case
of the expansion

n∑
j=0

AjBj
(xw)j

j!
=

∞∑
n=0

(−x)n

n!(c + n)n

∞∑
k=0

An+kxk

k!(c + 2n + 1)k
(6.1)

·
n∑

j=0

(−n)j(c + n)j

j!
Bjw

j

and derived the q-analogue

∞∑
j=0

AjBj
(xw)j

(q; q)j
=

∞∑
n=0

(−x)nqn(n−1)/2

(q; q)n(cqn; q)n
(6.2)

·
∞∑

k=0

An+kxk

(q; q)k(cq2n+1; q)k

n∑
j=0

(q−n; q)j(cqn; q)j

(q; q)j
Bj(wq)j .
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From (6.2) it follows that (1.9) has a q-analogue of the form

r+tφs+u

[
a
R

, c
T

b
S

, d
U

; q, xw

]
(6.3)

=
∞∑

n=0

(c
T

; q)n(e
K

; q)nxn[(−1)nqn(n−1)/2]2+m+u−k−t

(q; q)n(d
U

; q)n(f
M

; q)n(γqn; q)n

· k+tφm+u+1

[
c
T

qn, e
K

qn

γq2n+1, d
U

qn, f
M

qn ; q, xqn(2+m+u−k−t)
]

· m+r+2φk+s

[
q−n, γqn, a

R
, f

M
b
S

, e
K

; q, wq

]
where we used a contracted notation analogous to that used in (1.9).

To derive (6.2) first observe that since the identities (4.1) and (4.3) have the q-analogues

(a; q)n+k = (a; q)n(aqn; q)k(6.4)
(q−n; q)k = (−1)kqk(k−1)/2−nk(q; q)n

/
(q; q)n−k(6.5)

and since

(6.6) (a; q)n = (1 − a)(aq; q)n−1

we can enter the definitions

In[1] := asnpk[a ,q ,n ,k ] := o[a,q,n] o[a q̂n,q,k]/o[a,q,n+k]

In[2] := mnsk[mn ,q ,k ] := (-1)̂k q̂(k(k-1)/2 +mn k) o[q,q,-mn]/
(o[q,q,-mn-k] o[q̂mn,q,k])

In[3] := shift[a ,q ,n ] := (1-a) o[a q,q,n-1]/o[a,q,n]

It should be noted that both of the functions asnpk[a,q,n,k] and asnpk[a,n,k] can be used
in the same session because Mathematica will distinguish them by their different number
of arguments. Similarly, both of the functions mnsk[mn,q,k] and mnsk[mn,k] can be used
in the same Mathematica session.

So that we can also employ the b → 0 limit case of the p = q case of the summation
formula (3.5), let’s enter its kth term in the form

In[4] := deltasum[n ,a ,q ,k ] := (1-a q̂(2k)) o[a,q,k] o[q̂(-n),q,k] q̂(n k)/
((1-a) o[q,q,k] o[a q̂(n+1),q,k])

Then the product A[j]xj can be represented by entering

In[5] := deltasum[m,c q̂(2j),q,i] A[j+m] x̂(j+m)/(o[q,q,m] o[c q̂(2j+1),q,m])

whose sum over all m ≥ 0 equals A[j]xj , to get

Out[5] =
qi m xj + m A[j + m] (1 − c q2 i + 2 j) o[c q2 j , q, i] o[q−m, q, i]

(1 − c q2 j) o[q, q, i] o[q, q, m] o[c q1 + 2 j , q, m] o[c q1 + 2 j + m, q, i]

where i and m are the indexes of summation. Next use

12



In[6] := % asnpk[c q̂(2j+1),q,m,i] shift[c q̂(2j),q,i] mnsk[-m,q,i]/
asnpk[c q̂(2j+1),q,i-1,m+1]

to obtain

Out[6] =
(−1)i q

i (−1 + i)
2 xj + m A[j + m] (1 − c q2 i + 2 j)

o[q, q, i] o[q, q, −i + m] o[c qi + 2 j , q, 1 + m]

Applying the change in indexes of summation

In[7] := Simplify[%/. {i->n-j, m->n+k-j}]
we have

Out[7] =
(−1)−j + n q

(−j + n) (−1 − j + n)
2 xk + n A[k + n] (1 − c q2 n)

o[q, q, k] o[q, q, −j + n] o[c qj + n, q, 1 − j + k + n]

where n and k are the indexes of summation. Then

In[8] := Simplify[% asnpk[c q̂n,q,j,n+k+1-j]/
(mnsk[-n,q, j] asnpk[c q̂n,q,n,k+1] shift[c q̂(2n),q,k+1])]

gives

Out[8] =
(−1)−2 j + n qj − n

2 + n2
2 xk + n A[k + n] o[q−n, q, j] o[c qn, q, j]

o[q, q, k] o[q, q, n] o[c qn, q, n] o[c q1 + 2 n, q, k]

Hence if we multiply by B[j] ŵj /o[q,q, j] and sum from j = 0 to ∞ by using

In[9] := % (-1)̂(2j) B[j] ŵ j/o[q,q, j]

we finally obtain

Out[9] =
(−1)n qj − n

2 + n2
2 wj xk + n A[k + n] B[j] o[q−n, q, j] o[c qn, q, j]

o[q, q, j] o[q, q, k] o[q, q, n] o[c qn, q, n] o[c q1 + 2 n, q, k]

which gives the n, j, kth term of the triple sum on the right side of (6.2) and so concludes our
derivation of (6.2). This technique can also be employed to derive the extensions of (6.2)
and (6.3) in [21,§4] and the bibasic extension in [21,§3] of Euler’s transformation formula

(6.7)
∞∑

n=0

anbnxn =
∞∑

k=0

(−1)k xk

k!
f (k)(x)∆ka0

where
f(x) = b0 + b1x + b2x

2 + · · ·
and

∆ka0 =
k∑

j=0

(−1)j

(
k

j

)
ak−j .
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The Fields and Wimp expansion formula (1.9) follows from (6.3) by replacing each pa-
rameter in (6.3) by a power of q and letting q → 1. In [18,23] it was pointed out that by
using (5.4) in (1.9) we obtain the sum of squares expansion

3F2

[ −n, n + a + 2, (a + 1)/2
a + 1, (a + 3)/2 ; (1 − x2)(1 − y2)

]
(6.8)

=
n∑

k=0

n!(n + a + 2)k((a + 2)/2)k

k!(n − k)!((a + 3)/2)k(k + a + 1)k
(1 − y2)k

·
{

k!(n − k)!
(a + 1)k(2k + a + 2)n−k

C
(a+1)/2
k (x)Ck+(a+2)/2

n−k (y)
}2

which immediately gives the Askey-Gasper inequality (1.10) since each term on the right
side of (6.8) is clearly nonnegative. The special case y = 0 of (6.8) gives the expansion in
[3, (1.16)]. For a q-extension of (6.8), see [22].

7. Jensen’s necessary and sufficient conditions for the Riemann Hypothesis

Among Jensen’s necessary and sufficient conditions for the Riemann Hypothesis given in
Pólya [28] is the condition that

(7.1)
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
Φ(s)Φ(t)ei(s+t)x(s − t)2ndsdt ≥ 0

for all real x when n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., where

(7.2) Φ(t) = 4
∞∑

k=1

(2k4π2e9t − 3k2πe5t)e−k2πe4t

is an even function of t which is positive for all real t. Fourteen years ago, I pointed out
in a survey paper [18, §9] on positivity and special functions that, since the above integral
is a square when n = 0, the method of sums of squares (discussed earlier in the paper) is
suggested for proving (7.1). I also stated that a computer analysis of (7.1) and of the other
necessary and sufficient conditions for the Riemann Hypothesis in [28] might lead to some
interesting observations.

Recently, Csordas and Varga [12] (also see [13]) considered the inequalities [28, (18)]

(7.3)
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
Φ(s)Φ(t)ei(s+t)xe(s−t)y(s − t)2dsdt ≥ 0

for real x and y, which is one of Jensen’s necessary and sufficient conditions for the Riemann
Hypotheses to hold, and showed that it suffices to prove (7.3) for 0 ≤ x < ∞ when y is
in the bounded interval 0 ≤ y < 1. In view of the maximum principles that are known to
hold for certain kernels involving orthogonal polynomials and other special functions [18,
§5], this suggests the conjecture that if the inequalities in (7.3) hold for 0 ≤ x < ∞ when
y = 0 then they hold for all real x and y. A proof of this conjecture would reduce proving
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(7.3) for 0 ≤ x < ∞, 0 ≤ y < 1 to just proving the more tractable single variable special
case 0 ≤ x < ∞, y = 0.

When n = 1 in (7.1) or, equivalently, y = 0 in (7.3), the evenness of Φ(t) and the identity
eiθ = cos θ + i sin θ can be used to show that

1
8

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
Φ(s)Φ(t)ei(s+t)x(s − t)2dsdt(7.4)

=
( ∫ ∞

0
Φ(t) cos(xt)dt

)( ∫ ∞

0
Φ(t)t2 cos(xt)dt

)
+

( ∫ ∞

0
Φ(t)t sin(xt)dt

)2

.

An extension of (7.4) to arbitrary y is derived in [12]. The main advantage of (7.4) is
that it reduces the computation of the double integral to that of the single integrals on the
right side, which takes a lot less time when using numerical integration to approximate the
integrals for particular values of x. Since, as expected, the use of Mathematica’s numerical
integration NIntegrate function (with appropriate truncations of the series (7.2) and range
of integration and suitable settings of the WorkingPrecision, AccuracyGoal, MinRecursion,
MaxRecursion, and Points options) only gave positive values for the right side of (7.4) for
each chosen value of x, I decided to investigate what happens when the function Φ(t) in
the integrals on the right side of (7.4) is replaced by the nth partial sum (call it Φn(t)) of
the series representation for Φ(t) in (7.2). Letting fn(x) denote the right side of (7.4) with
Φ(t) replaced by Φn(t), it was found that f1(x) changes sign from positive to negative in
the interval (37, 38), and that when n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 the functions fn(x) change
sign from positive to negative in the intervals (85, 86), (134, 135), (210, 211), (302, 303),
(401, 402), (519, 520), (657, 658), and (817, 818), respectively. I conjecture that for each
natural number n there is an xn > 0 such that xn → ∞ and fn(x) ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ x ≤ xn,
which would imply that (7.1) and (7.3) hold for real x when n = 1 and y = 0.
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